
 

INTRODUCTION 

This document is intended as a guide to help Clubs run refereeing/rules nights.  Squash New Zealand 

recommends using qualified referees (District, or preferably National) to facilitate rules nights; as these people 

are best qualified to answer questions.  If this is not possible, ensure that the person facilitating the session has a 

sound working knowledge of the rules.  Of course, clubs are welcome to use other resources they might have 

available; this is merely a guidance document. 

WHY RUN A RULES NIGHT? 

Beginner players often lack confidence in their refereeing skills, and experienced players can grow rusty/forgetful 

with their interpretations.  Bringing a group of players together to discuss tricky situations, the disciplinary tools 

available to referees, and share knowledge can rapidly improve the quality of refereeing in your club, as well as 

the confidence of referees. 

PROCESS 

1. Use a video or DVD to showcase some examples of the rules of squash, including obstruction situations (lets, 

no lets and strokes).  Squash New Zealand recommends ‘Decisions 2001’ produced by Squash Australia (you 

can buy a copy here: http://www.squashnz.co.nz/play-squash/referees/rules-of-squash.cfm).  It is quite old 

so the scoring is out of date, but otherwise it provides a good overview of the rules and let scenarios. 

You may not need to show all of the video/DVD.  Depending on your audience, select the most applicable 

sections.  For example, a group of beginners will need to learn how to score.  A group of players in for a 

‘refresher’ can probably skip straight to obstruction rules. 

2. Facilitate a practical demonstration between two players.  If possible, find two players of average ability 

(good enough to be able to create situations of obstruction, but not so good as to intimidate the group) to 

play a few rallies/routines with the aim of creating a diverse range of let situations.  Ask participants to take 

turns at refereeing. 

3. Hold a Q & A discussion on the demonstration, and any other refereeing issues the group would like to raise.  

This should be an opportunity for players to ask questions, or exchange helpful refereeing hints. 

4. Hold a specific discussion on the disciplinary measures available to referees.  Many people aren’t confident 

referees because of the criticism they receive from players while refereeing.  If players are aware of the 

various conduct warning/stroke/game/match sanctions that are available to them, they should be able to 

control the game confidently, and without fear of abuse. 

5. To wrap the session up, allow the group to sit the Club Referee test.  This 100 question exam is a good test of 

basic knowledge of the rules and, if they pass, the players will be officially qualified Club Referees!  The Club 

Referee test is available here: http://www.squashnz.co.nz/play-squash/referees/becoming-a-referee.cfm. 

6. Try to keep the session short and fun!   

MORE RESOURCES 

Players wanting additional resources could: 

 Peruse the ‘Practice Resources’ on the Squash New Zealand Refereeing page 
(http://www.squashnz.co.nz/play-squash/referees/becoming-a-referee.cfm). 

 Check Youtube for refereeing clips (warning: these are often for more advanced referees). 
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